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Abstract Although most of the data traffic in Internet
is HTTP-based, multimedia applications will soon dominate a large percentage of the traffic. These applications
require satisfactory level of bandwidth as they normally have
large datasets. Under the limitation of network bandwidth,
multimedia traffic may become a source for congestion; particularly when UDP is used due to the absence of flow control
or congestion control mechanisms in this protocol. Avoiding
congestion can be done if arrival rate to gateways is maintained close to outgoing link capacity while maintain small
queue lengths at the routers. This guarantees the availability
of buffer capacity for successful buffering and consequent
forwarding in case of temporary traffic upsurges which
could otherwise cause buffer overflows and packet loss. This
research work introduces a congestion-aware and friendly
UDP-based multimedia system which can help to lessening
congestion occurrence and improve network performance,
principally in real-time environments. The evaluation results
show that the proposed system helps in controlling congestion, reducing packet loss, increasing throughput, and
providing improved network utilization.
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1 Introduction
As the number of multimedia applications requiring high
quality of service has rapidly increased, the need for optimizing the network has become critical. The diversity of
multimedia applications on the Internet has led to different types of multimedia traffic [1,2]. Applications such as
video conferencing, IP telephony, IPTV, and audio and video
streaming are bursty in nature, making multimedia communication suffers from bandwidth requirement problems [3].
The changes in bandwidth requirements, for these applications, affect the network performance in terms of efficient
utilization. Therefore, it is important to optimize the network bandwidth utilization; which would allow increasing
the number of users using the multimedia applications with
guaranteed quality of service.
In computer networking, the transport layer is responsible
for providing end-to-end communication services for applications within a layered architecture of network components
and protocols. The transport layer provides convenient services such as connection-oriented data stream support, reliability, flow control, and multiplexing. Transport layers are
contained in both the transmission control protocol/Internet
protocol (TCP/IP) model [4], which is the foundation of
the Internet, and the open systems interconnection (OSI) [5]
model of general networking.
1.1 Transport layer protocols for multimedia
The three well-known protocols in this group are the TCP,
user datagram protocol (UDP), and datagram congestion control protocol (DCCP).
UDP is a popular transport protocol for the delivery of
multimedia traffic over the Internet [6]. UDP is unfriendly
and cannot share the bandwidth fairly when it coexists with
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TCP under limited bandwidth because it does not have any
congestion control mechanism. UDP usually utilizes the
entire bandwidth in the same limited bandwidth link and TCP
will be out of bandwidth. As most of Internet traffic is TCP
flows, this may lead to a collapse of the entire network.
TCP can deliver best-effort service for error-intolerant
and delay-tolerant data such as web, email, and file transport. These features of TCP make it suitable for the delivery
of important, mission-critical, and error-free data which
requires a reliable data connection [7]. TCP is not well suited
for streaming media due to its reliable in-order delivery and
congestion control that can cause random long delays.
DCCP is designed for the delivery of multimedia data over
the network [8]. With the capability of having a congestion
control mechanism, DCCP has the high potential to coexist
fairly with TCP. The bandwidth can be shared fairly between
other congestion-controlled transport protocols like TCP.
1.2 Multimedia transmission issues
Multimedia streaming is becoming a popular application
in the Internet today. There are so many applications for
multimedia streaming such as video conferencing, video-ondemand, voice over IP (VoIP) etc. Most of these applications
are using UDP as their transport protocol due to the fact
that UDP is a lighter protocol without any congestion control mechanism and is easier to implement. The increase of
these applications resulted in the increase of multimedia data
traffic which affected conventional data traffic that utilized
TCP as their transport protocol, such as world wide web and
email. The worst affected may be the mission-critical data
such as online banking.
Transport layer protocols designed for delivering multimedia data over the Internet efficiently, such as DCCP,
are working well for networks with a short delay link and
minimum error rate. However, the performance of DCCP is
degraded when delivering data over long delay links [9,10].
When it comes to a network link with long propagation
delay, unlike UDP, the performance of DCCP delivering multimedia data is dropped significantly. This is due to the high
round trip time (RTT) introduced in such link, for example, the links for satellite and wireless networks. DCCP
over such links suffers from several problems such as higher
packet drops, longer time to reach the optimum throughput, higher jitter and fluctuated throughput. This drawback
of using DCCP as a transport protocol over long delay links
drives researchers to improve the multimedia applications at
the application layer over a simple transport protocol such as
UDP. This in turn helps to improve the Internet’s performance
in terms of congestion avoidance and control.
Nowadays, many multimedia applications favor the UDP.
The use of UDP as a transport protocol would endanger the
network because there is no congestion control applied. To
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Fig. 1 DCCP protocol

a certain extent, the entire network can collapse if too many
applications deliberately use this protocol. Using conventional UDP as a transport protocol for carrying multimedia
streaming data degrades the performance of other transport
layer protocols in use.
To solve this problem, DCCP was invented with built-in
congestion control schemes. For multimedia traffic, DCCP
has several congestion control mechanisms, such as TCPlike, TFRC, and TFRC-SP. TCP-like is used for abrupt
changes in data [7] while TFRC is used for more smooth (less
abrupt) data [11] and TFRC-SP is used for small packets data
[9]. DCCP can handle the congestion caused by the transmission of multimedia traffic even though it suffers from slow
start. The problem is anticipated to occur with the delivery
of multimedia data using DCCP over a long delay link network [11], since DCCP is designed to work best for normal
or short delay links.
DCCP is well suited as a transport protocol for delivering multimedia traffic over wired or wireless networks [8].
It supports bidirectional unicast connections of congestioncontrolled unreliable datagram. It uses acknowledgment
mechanisms and explicit congestion notification (ECN) [12,
13] to figure out packet loss and congestion. It is also good for
network health due to its built-in congestion control features.
With DCCP as a transport protocol, the multimedia traffic
data carried by DCCP is supposed to share the bandwidth
fairly with TCP data and co-existing in harmony. However,
several studies [14–17] showed that DCCP has a weakness
in competing the bandwidth with existing TCP connections.
In addition, DCCP based VoIP presents poor performance in
the presence of TCP traffics.
DCCP can be described as an intermediate transport protocol which is an unreliable transmission protocol, as is UDP,
and has congestion control and connection-oriented features
like TCP. Figure 1 loosely illustrates the DCCP.
DCCP provides a framework for congestion-controlled
but unreliable data transmission. Within this framework,
different congestion control identifiers (CCIDs) implement
different TCP-friendly congestion control profiles. CCID-2,
a TCP-like congestion control [16] specifies a profile similar
to TCP’s additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD)
congestion control mechanism. CCID-3, a TFRC mechanism
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[17] provides rate-controlled congestion control, based on
TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC) that is better suited for
the transmission of data multimedia. Three types of media
applications use DCCP: one-way pre-recorded media, oneway live media and two-way interactive media. The relevant
difference between one-way and two-way media is delay sensitivity. Delays of tens of seconds or more from transmit time
at the sender to play out time at the receiver are acceptable.
In contrast, for two-way applications, transmission delays as
little as 150–200 ms are often causing problems [5].
1.3 Motivation
One of the target applications of DCCP is Internet telephony
(VoIP), which is an increasingly popular application. Interactive speech codec acts like constant-bit-rate sources, sending
a fixed number of frames per second. Users are extremely
sensitive to delay and quality fluctuation, so retransmissions
are often useless. Retransmission mechanisms, as in other
transport protocols like TCP, generally require more time
and introduce higher delays. At this point, the receiver has to
pass the playback point before the transmitted packet arrives.
Quick adaptation to the available bandwidth is neither necessary nor desirable. The data rate is changed by adjusting
the size of each compressed audio frame, either by adjusting
codec parameters or by switching codec altogether. At the
extreme, some speech codec can compress 20 ms of audio
down to 64-bits of payload.
However, the packet rate is harder to adjust because buffering multiple frames per packet can cause an audible delay.
Such small payloads pressurize the transport layer to reduce
its header overhead, which becomes a significant contributor
to connection bandwidth. A codec may also save bandwidth
by not sending data during silent periods (when no one is
talking), but immediately returns to its full rate as soon as
speech resumes. Many of these issues are common to interactive video conferencing as well, although that involves much
higher bandwidth.
Streaming media introduces a different set of trade-offs.
Unlike interactive media, several seconds of buffer can be
used to mask some rate variations, but since users prefer temporary video artifacts to frequent re-buffering, even
streaming media generally prefers timeliness to absolute reliability. Video encoding standards often lead to application
datagrams of widely varying sizes; for example, MPEG’s key
frames are many times larger than its incremental frames.
An encoder may thus generate packets at a fixed rate, but
with orders-of-magnitude size variation. Interactive games
use unreliable transport to communicate position information. Since they can quickly make use of available bandwidth,
games may prefer DCCP CCID-2 congestion response to the
slower response desired by multimedia. One of the problems
that may arise is that slow-start assumes that unacknowl-

edged segments are due to network congestion. While this is
an acceptable assumption, segments may be lost for other reasons, such as poor data link layer transmission quality. Thus,
slow-start executes badly in situations with poor reception,
such as wireless networks. Furthermore, according to Schier
and Welzl [15], “ the lack of transparency in the API with
regard to packet loss, the coarse granularity of the lookup
table used to calculate the TFRC equation, and the lack of
history discounting in CCID-3—and demonstrates that they
can significantly impair the performance of typical DCCP
use cases such as live video streaming.” It was found that
CCID-3 and its variants result in lower voice qualities than
those over UDP [18].
The goal of the research work presented in this paper
is to develop congestion-aware and responsive UDP-based
system for multimedia transmission that can reduce the
occurrence of congestion situations and optimize the utilization of network resources that would meet the requirements
of multimedia users and improve the network performance.
The proposed system allows the end users to sense and
respond to network congestion by adjusting transmission
strategy and encoding pairs that are associated with different
transmission rate values.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Sect. 2
presents the proposed UDP-based system. The implementation of a UDP-based system is described in Sect. 3. The
performance evaluation results are discussed in Sect. 4.
Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Congestion-aware UDP-based system
To take advantage of the features provided by UDP, applications that use UDP should have (i) congestion control at
higher layers and (ii) a modified version of UDP that can
keep the desirable features of UDP. Applications that use the
enhanced version should understand its behavior. As the UDP
agent is used to allocate and send network packets, information needed for communication at the application level should
be passed to the UDP agent as a data stream. Nevertheless,
packets that have a header stack only will be allocated by
UDP implementation. Thus, the UDP implementation should
be modified to add a new technique to send the incoming
data from the application. As this application is going to be
used with different gateway queue management mechanisms,
this type of multimedia stream should be differentiated from
other streams. Hence, the UDP agent should be modified to
the right data type in a field of IP header.
2.1 UDP-based system requirements
The proposed congestion-aware UDP-based system would
help in avoiding congestion, sharing the bandwidth with
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other protocols and utilizing the network efficiently. Thus,
the performance of the network will be improved overall. To
develop such a system, it requires inclusion of UDP-based
multimedia connections which exchange data traffic through
the bottleneck link(s). These connections should be identified
separately. Per-flow state should be maintained to guarantee
good quality of service at the hosts ends that exchange the
multimedia traffic. The visibility of an unencrypted IP and
UDP packet header is required. Hosts should have knowledge about the IP or UDP options. They are capable of
inspecting packets with tunnel encapsulations and suspend
processing of packets with unknown formats. Nodes should
have the ability to de-multiplex connections based on their
IP address/protocol/port number, or an explicit identifier of
a specific connection. Hosts should have the ability to differentiate between multimedia traffic and other traffic types.
This paper presents the development of a congestionaware UDP-based multimedia application that runs over a
modified version of UDP implementation in the network
simulator 2 (ns-2). The multimedia application implements
different media transmission rates to cope with different network conditions; and should respond to network congestion
by changing its transmission rate.
2.2 UDP-based system design
In this proposed UDP-based system, the sender and the
receiver should agree on different sets of transmission strategies. During the connection establishment phase, the sender
and the receiver must also agree on sets of encoding strategies
and associate them with different values of scales (transmission rates). Taking in mind that VoIP prefers constant packet
rate to variable one, it requires application’s cooperation to
change packet size in order to change effective data rate [16].
Therefore, for each of the encoding and transmission strategy
sets, constant transmission rate is determined, and every set
uses same sized packets in spite of the encoding method.
The system is supposed to perform as follows: the multimedia source (sender) starts its transmission rate that is
mapped to scale 0 (the first transmission rate). When data
packets are first received at the receiver end, it should notify
the sender of the transmission rate that the receiver is expecting to receive the next data packet. As a result, the sender
has to change its transmission rates according to the rate
value announced by the receiver. The receiver monitors the
network and determines the transmission rate value based on
the congestion condition indicated by the queue management
mechanism used at the bottleneck router. In addition to this,
packet loss and marked packet monitoring are used to detect
congestion in the network. Every packet loss for each RTT
is considered network congestion and action should be taken
to lessen this congestion. When the loss or receiving of a
marked packet happens, the receiver decreases the value of
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Fig. 2 FSM description of multimedia sender

the transmission rate used recently to half. The receiver then
informs the sender of the new value of the transmission rate
it will receive or will expect to receive next. When no congestion is detected, the receiver increments the transmission
rate value by one and informs the sender about the new value
Figure 2 shows the finite state machine (FSM) for the multimedia sender. It starts its transmission rate that is mapped to
first transmission rate (scale 0) over unreliable data transfer
channel. Then the sender has to wait for ACK (that includes
the transmission rate that the receiver is expected to receive
next) and change its transmission rates according to the rate
value announced by the receiver.
Figure 3 shows the FSM for the multimedia receiver.
When data packets are received at the receiver side, it should
notify the sender about the transmission rate that the receiver
is expected to receive next. The receiver monitors the network and determines the transmission rate value based on
the congestion condition. When the receiver receives packet
and no congestion is detected, increments the transmission
rate value by one and informs the sender about the new value.
When the loss is detected, the receiver decreases the value of
the recent transmission rate to half. It then informs the sender
of the new transmission rate value that is expected to receive
next.

3 The implementation of UDP-based system
In this implementation, the UDP agent is used to allocate
and send network packets. As mentioned earlier, information
needed for communication at the application level should be
passed to the UDP agent as a data stream and packets that
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The “SendTimer” class that is derived from the “TimerHandler” class is defined in addition to its “expire()” member
function. This function should call “send_m_pkt()” member
function of the “MApp” object. At the beginning, “MApp”
calculates the next data transmission time based on the transmission rate associated with the current scale value and the
packet size that is given in the TCL simulation script. The
“MApp” sender adjusts its scale parameter (next transmission rate) when an ACK application packet arrives from the
receiver side.
3.2 The modified UDP for multimedia transmission
The modified UDP protocol for multimedia transmission,
which is called UdpMAgent, is modified based on the original
UDP protocol in ns-2 (known as “UdpAgent”). It is modified
to allow for the following technical objectives:

Fig. 3 FSM description of multimedia receiver

have a header stack only will be allocated by UDP implementations. Hence, the UDP implementation should be modified,
to send the incoming data from the application. For the multimedia application, CBR implementation that is used in the
ns-2 simulator is modified to have the ten level media scaling feature (ten transmission rates for testing experiment).
The C++ class will be called “MApp” and implemented
as a child class of “Application”. The OTcl will be called
“Application/MApp”. The sender and receiver for this application are implemented in “MApp”. The UDP agent used
for MApp is called “UdpMAge”. The OTcl for this agent is
called “Agent/UDP/UDPm”. For the application level communication, MApp header is defined in addition to MApp
Sender and Receiver. Set of values for new parameter will be
added to ns2 default file.
3.1 Class and header structure for the multimedia
application
For the communication of multimedia applications, the
header of the structure named in C++ is defined under
“hdr_m”. Once the multimedia application has information
to send, it hands it to “UdpMAgent” in the structure format
of “hdr_m”. Then, “UdpMAgent” allocates packets (based
on the data packet size) and writes the data to the multimedia
header of each packet. By defining the “MultimediaHeaderClass” that should be derived from “PacketHeaderCalss”
in the header, the header size and the OTcl name for the
header (PacketHeader/Multimedia) are obtained. Note that
the multimedia sender uses a timer for scheduling the next
transmission of the data packet.

– Writing the information received from a MApp object to
the header of sending multimedia packet.
– Reading the information from the header of the received
multimedia packet.
– Handing the header of the received multimedia packet to
the “MApp” object.
– Segmentation and re-assembly.
– Prioritizing multimedia (MApp) packets (if need).

4 Evaluation of UDP-based system
To ensure that the congestion-aware UDP-based system is
working properly and efficiently, a TCL model (presented
in the Appendix) is applied for testing purposes and several
scenarios are conducted to investigate the performance of
a network utilizing the new system. The numerical results
gained from simulations are analyzed statistically to evaluate
the performance of the system.
4.1 Simulation scenarios
The experimental evaluation includes two scenarios. The first
scenario is conducted for evaluating the congestion-aware
UDP-based system, while the second scenario is performed
using standard UDP for comparison purpose. The simulation scenario and architecture for studying the effectiveness
of the proposed UDP-based system is illustrated in Fig. 4,
which corresponds to the parameter settings included in the
TCL model and presented in Table 1. This scenario includes
two routers, two sources (one for the multimedia connection using the modified UDP and another for file transfer
connection using TCP NewReno) and their corresponding
receivers (Fig. 4). The traffic arriving on the incoming links
at senders’ gateway (R1) is aggregated and multiplexed on
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Fig. 4 Sample network scenario for evaluating the proposed system
Fig. 5 Sample network scenario when the standard UDP is used

the outgoing link. The access links provide full-duplex connections at a data rate of 6 Mbps with a propagation delay of
2 ms between the sources and their gateway (R1). The bottleneck link between router 1 and router 2 has a data rate
of 2 Mbps and a propagation delay of 10 ms. The capacity
of access links has been chosen three times larger than the
capacity of the bottleneck link to ensure that the link between
router 1 and router 2 is the only bottle-neck in the network.
The propagation delay of the downlink has been chosen five
times larger than that of the access links to signify the large
propagation delay across a network as opposed to the small
delay experienced in accessing the network.
FTP application traffic generation module is connected
to the TCP NewReno agent to generate data, while the
developed multimedia application agent is connected to the
modified UDP to generate the multimedia traffic. When the
scenarios were run, the behavior of the proposed UDP-based
system is recorded and examined by using performance metrics such as outgoing transmission link utilization, packet
loss, queue size and throughput.
For comparison purpose, Fig. 5 demonstrates the second
simulation scenario and architecture of utilizing standard
UDP. Same parameter settings used to evaluate the proposed
system are used in demonstrating the performance of the network when the standard UDP is used. In this scenario, CBR
application traffic generation module is connected to standard UDP agent to generate data that represents multimedia
traffic. UDP agent and attach it to the node S1, then attach a
CBR traffic generator to the UDP agent. The packet size is
being set to 500 bytes and a packet will be sent every 0.005 s
(i.e. 200 packets per second).
The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Experimental parameters
Parameters value

Parameters value

TCP version

NewReno

Application traffic type

FTP, CBR, MApp

FTP/MApp packet size

1000 bytes

CBR packet size

500 bytes

CBR sending interval

0.005 s

Router buffer size

20 packets

Bottleneck queue management
mechanism

Random early detection
(Min_thr= 5, Max_thr=10)

Access links bandwidth

6 Mbps

Bottleneck link bandwidth

2 Mbps

Simulation duration

50 s

4.2 Estimation of traffic generation
As the average transferred file over the Internet is about
10 Kbytes, the average file has no more than 10 TCP packets
taking the typical packet length to be 1000 bytes. A typical distribution that describes the file length is the Pareto,
with shape parameter of between 1 and 2 (and average
of 10 Kbytes). Since the median of the file size is about
2.5 Kbytes [19], a Pareto distribution with mean 10 Kbytes
and an average size of 2.5 Kbytes identifies a Pareto distribution with shape parameter b = 1.16 and with a minimum size
of 1.37 Kbytes. The interarrival times of new connections
are distributed exponentially. TCP connections are parameterized by the source host parameter and the session number
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parameter from that host. A new FTP application is defined
for each TCP source agent whenever TCP source has data to
send. The arrival process of the new TCP flows is modeled
according to a Poisson process. Therefore, the beginning of
new TCP connection is generated using exponentially distributed random variables. In both scenarios, the average time
between arrivals of new TCP sessions at the source is 45 ms.
That is, on the average, 22.22 sessions arrive at the host.
Therefore, the packet arrival rate of sessions is 22.22 sessions per second. Sessions are generated with random size
with an average of 10 Kbytes, with Pareto distribution with
shape 1.5. Therefore, the total bits generation rate is:
22.2 sessions per second × 10 Kbytes per session
× 8 bitsper byte
= 22.2 sessions per second × 10 × 1024 bytes per session

Fig. 6 Actual and average queue sizes in using modified UDP-based
system

× 8 bitsper byte
= 1818624 bits per second = 1.8 Mbps
Adding 1.8 Mbps generated by TCP source to 1.6 Mbps generated by UDP source equals 3.4 Mbps. Thus, it is clear that
the rate of bits generation is higher than the bottleneck capacity (which is 2 Mbps). Hence, the congestion phenomenon is
expected to appear.
4.3 Results and discussion
This subsection presents the performance evaluation of the
proposed system based on the numerical results obtained
from simulations. It discusses how multimedia traffic generated by the proposed UDP-based system is handled by the
network and end hosts and also how more optimally the network resources are used. A comparison of the performance
of the developed multimedia application that uses a modified UDP to that of the standard multimedia traffic that
utilizes CBR protocol over original UDP protocols is presented here. This comparison is based on actual and average
queue lengths, packet losses, and link utilization. Throughput and drop fairness property are also compared in terms of
the number of dropped packets in a connection, considering
the share in the bottleneck link bandwidth.
4.3.1 Actual and average queue size
This section describes the performance of the modified UDPbased system in terms of the actual and the average queue
sizes. This comparison is done to show the queue occupancy level at the router’s buffer and this is important as
the impact of the multimedia traffic on the buffer utilization
can be understood easily. As known, the key role of the queue
management mechanism employed in the network routers is
to keep the queue length as small as short as possible and to

Fig. 7 Actual and average queue sizes using CBR and standard UDP

provide space for accommodating a sudden increase in multimedia traffic in order to avoid packet loss. Figure 6 illustrates
the actual and average queue lengths of the bottleneck router.
Here the multimedia traffic is generated using the multimedia
application of the modified UDP-based system. Note that the
traffic shown in the figure includes the accommodated FTP
of the router’s buffer.
The actual and average queue sizes in the case of using
the CBR application over the standard UDP to generate the
multimedia traffic is shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 6 illustrates the queue management mechanism
used in the router which allows the queue size to grow
(indicated by RED) to a maximum queue size of 20 packets (20,000 bytes). A packet is then dropped in both TCP
and modified UDP connections. This drives the sender to
react to the loss by adjusting their transmission rates, and
hence avoiding and controlling congestion at the gateway. In
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the case of standard UDP (Fig. 7), it is clear that, initially,
TCP increases its congestion window exponentially. This is
because it is in the slow start phase, till a point when one of
its packets gets dropped, causing the congestion window to
become half of its original value. When transmission using
the standard UDP begins, it occupies some bandwidth, preventing the TCP connection from increasing its congestion
window any further. As a result of this, many more packets
are dropped.
From Fig. 6, the average arrival rate at the gateway router
is manageable due the fact that both resources (TCP and the
modified UDP) are responsive. This can be realized from the
variations observed in the window size. The average queue
length is much lower compared to the value obtained in the
previous case. It is approximately 4 packets, which is much
lower as compared to 9 packets in the standard UDP case.
Thus, the average delay of the connections is also smaller
(shorter). It is,

Fig. 8 Total packets drops using modified UDP-based system

Dq = (4 ∗ 1000 ∗ 8)/(2 ∗ 103 ∗ 103 ) = 16 ms
In the case of standard UDP, shown in Fig. 7, there is a much
faster but smaller variation in window size (due to the fact
that only TCP is responsive). As seen from the figure, the
high oscillations in the queue sizes correspond to those of
the windows of TCP; and the average queue size is around
9 packets. This means that there is an additional average
queuing delay which is calculated as,
Dq = (9 ∗ 1000 ∗ 8)/(2 ∗ 103 ∗ 103 ) = 36 ms
4.3.2 Packet loss
Packet loss results in noticeable performance issues significantly affecting many network applications such as VoIP,
online gaming, and video conferencing. The performance
of these applications is degraded when packet loss is high.
Figure 8 shows the total number of packets dropped at the
gateway (350 packets), when the modified UDP-based system is used.
Figure 9 below shows the total number of packets dropped
at the gateway when the standard UDP is used. The loss
in this case is 6300 packets, a remarkable difference. The
loss in the standard UDP connection is very high and shows
the aggressiveness of UDP in utilizing the entire bandwidth
leaving no space for TCP which is halted from transmitting
data (see Fig. 10) due to numerous time outs. These time outs
happen because all the links are occupied by UDP traffic.
Figure 11 shows the packet arrival rate at the router buffer
when using the modified UDP-based system. The total number of packets that arrived successfully at the route is 12,000.
Only 350 packets were dropped (see Fig. 8) (that is 2.916 % of
total packets), because the system allows (as it is a respon-
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Fig. 9 Total packet drops using standard UDP

Fig. 10 Number packet drops when TCP connection is used
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Fig. 11 Packet arrival rate when the modified UDP-based system is
used

Fig. 12 Packets arrival rate when the standard UDP is used

sive system) the queue management mechanism to control
the packet arrival rate, thus avoid congestion. In contrast to
the modified UDP, the standard UDP arrival rate cannot be
controlled, as UDP is an unresponsive protocol.
Figure 12 shows the number of the UDP packets arrived
at the router’s buffer is 18400. 6300 packets of them were
dropped (see Fig. 9) (that is 34.239 % of total packets) by the
queue management mechanism at the router.
4.3.3 Throughput comparative drop fairness
Basically, the queue management mechanism employed in
the bottleneck router tries to enforce fairness between the
different connections crossing the router, in terms of the ratio
of packets dropped from a connection with the connection’s
share of the bandwidth utilization on the bottleneck link. The
fairness can be achieved by ensuring that the probability of
a packet getting dropped from a specific connection is pro-

Fig. 13 Throughput gained for TCP and modified UDP

Fig. 14 Throughput gained for TCP and standard UDP

portional to the connection’s share of the throughput through
the router. Figure 13 illustrates throughput gained for both
TCP and the modified UDP. Figure 13 also shows that the
modified UDP can share the bandwidth with TCP and the
total throughput level is acceptable.
There is a big enhancement in TCP throughput compared
to that of TCP that uses standard UDP depicted in Fig. 14
which confirms that TCP throughput is almost zero the majority of the time, except during the beginning of the TCP
transmission. This low value of throughput is due to the fact
that UDP consumes the entire bandwidth and its throughput
is very high and almost consistent compared to that of the
TCP connection. The Fig. 14 shows the unfairness presented
by throughput values, when UDP co-exists with TCP.
4.3.4 Bandwidth link utilization
Network efficiency, or how network resources are utilized,
can be measured based on link utilization as well. The per-
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with other protocols like TCP. While Fig. 16 confirms that
the standard UDP is an aggressive unfriendly protocol that
tries to utilize the bandwidth fully leaving no chance for other
protocols to transmit.

5 Conclusion and future work

Fig. 15 Bandwidth usage at the bottleneck link using modified UDPbased system

Fig. 16 Bandwidth usage at the bottleneck link using standard UDP

centage of time the queue waits before transmitting packets
on the bottleneck link determines the level to which the link
bandwidth is utilized. Link utilization also depends on the
packet arrival rate and speed of the packet arrival at the router
buffer. The link’s utilization depends on how frequently the
link is used. Thus, the utilization depends on whether the
queue contains packets to be transmitted, and not on the
exact number of packets present in the queue. A larger queue
does not improve the link utilization. The utilization will be
improved only when the possibility of the queue being left
empty is reduced. Figures 15 and 16 show the bandwidth used
at the bottleneck link in the case of the modified UDP and
the standard UDP-based systems, respectively. The bandwidth link utilizations obtained on the bottleneck link can
be understood from the packet arrival rate and queue size.
Figure 15 confirms that the modified UDP-based system is
a responsive, friendly one that shares the bandwidth fairly
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With the rapid increase in multimedia applications and under
the limitation of the network bandwidth, multimedia traffic
can cause congestion which can degrade the performance
experienced by the network users. Therefore, it is important
to reduce the occurrence of congestion situations in a network
to optimize the utilization of network resources to provide the
network users with suitable performance. Popular transport
protocols for transferring multimedia traffic over the Internet
are TCP, UDP and DCCP all have several performance issues
that affect the quality of service experienced by users.
This paper presents a congestion-aware UDP-based system developed for transmitting multimedia traffic that can
help improve network performance. The system consists of
a responsive multimedia application and a modified version
of UDP. It is implemented in network simulator 2 (ns-2)
to evaluate its performance. We found that the developed
UDP-based system can improve the performance of the network and it is friendly in terms of sharing the bandwidth.
The simulation results showed that the responsive multimedia application helps in alleviating the congestion, reducing
the packet drops and increasing the throughput at the end
hosts in addition to providing improved network utilization.
For further research, we are going to use the developed
multimedia application with its modified UDP protocol on
different IP router queue management mechanisms. This
requires differentiating this type of multimedia traffic from
other types of traffic. This can be achieved by adding some
information in the IP header fields which, to the best of our
knowledge, is not currently used. The newly arrived packet
should be operated upon by the queue management mechanism used and it is either randomly dropped or inserted into
the buffer. Multimedia packets can be identified (or labeled)
by transport layer (as in ECN-capable packet) when sending. If the packet to be dropped is multimedia packet, it will
be admitted and then might be marked at the head of the
queue, when necessary, to provide fast congestion notification. Therefore, the queue management algorithm should be
implemented in the arrival state. The length of the packet
at the front of the queue is obtained, its service time is
computed, and a self-interrupt is scheduled to signal the completion of the packet’s service in the near future. If more
packets are waiting in the queue to be served, the process
moves from service-complete to service-start state to initiate
the processing of the next packet at the head of the queue.
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Appendix
Tool command language (TCL) is utilized to test the performance the responsive UDP-based system in Network
Simulator 2 (ns-2) compared to that of standard UDP. In the
following, the details of TCL codes are provided.
• Start new simulation.
set ns [new Simulator]
• Define different colors for data flows
$ns color 1 Red
$ns color 2 Blue
• Create the trace files to store information about every
event happens.
set NamFile [open out.nam w]
set TraceFile [open out.tr w]
$ns namtrace-all $nf
$ns trace-all $tf
• Define a ’finish’ procedure to close the trace files once
the simulation duration elapses and flash the information
recorded and execute NAM for visualizing the simulation
scenario.
proc finish {} {
global ns nf tf
$ns flush-trace
#Close the trace file
close $nf
close $tf
#Execute nam on the trace file
exec nam out.nam &
exit 0
}
• Create the network nodes (sources, destinations, and
routers nodes).
set node_(s1) [$ns node]
set node_(s2) [$ns node]
set node_(r1) [$ns node]
set node_(r2) [$ns node]
set node_(s3) [$ns node]
set node_(s4) [$ns node]

• Create an access link between the sources and their gateway (R1); destinations and their gateway (R2). Create
bidirectional link between bottleneck routers with specific bandwidth and delay.
$ns duplex-link $node_(s1) $node_(r1) 5Mb 3 ms Drop
Tail
$ns duplex-link $node_(s2) $node_(r1) 5Mb 3 ms Drop
Tail
$ns duplex-link $node_(r1) $node_(r2) 2Mb 10 ms RED
$ns duplex-link $node_(s3) $node_(r2) 5Mb 3 ms Drop
Tail
$ns duplex-link $node_(s4) $node_(r2) 5Mb 3 ms Drop
Tail
• Setup the parameters for the queue management mechanism used in this network scenario. Here Random Early
Detection (RED) mechanism is used.
$ns queue-limit $node_(r1) $node_(r2) 20
Queue/RED set thresh_ 5
Queue/RED set maxthresh_ 10
Queue/RED set q_weight_ 0.002
Queue/RED set ave_ 0
• Monitor the queue link between the bottleneck routers.
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(r1) $node_(r2) queuePos 0.5
• Set the position for the network nodes for NAM visualization.
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(s1) $node_(r1) orient right-down
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(s2) $node_(r1) orient right-up
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(r1) $node_(r2) orient right
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(s3) $node_(r2) orient leftdown
$ns duplex-link-op $node_(s4) $node_(r2) orient left-up
• Setup the modified UDP connection for Multimedia traffic between source 1 (s1) and its pair (s3). Define their
packet sizes as well.
set udp_s [new Agent/UDP/UDPm]
set udp_r [new Agent/UDP/UDPm]
$ns attach-agent $node_(s1) $udp_s
$ns attach-agent $node_(s3) $udp_r
$ns connect $udp_s $udp_r
$udp_s set packetSize_ 1000
$udp_r set packetSize_ 1000
$udp_s set fid_ 1
$udp_r set fid_ 1
In the comparison scenario, this part is changed to the following:
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set udp_s [new Agent/UDP]
set udp_r [new Agent/UDP/UDPm]
$ns attach-agent $node_(s1) $udp_s
$ns attach-agent $node_(s3) $udp_r
$ns connect $udp_s $udp_r
$udp_s set packetSize_ 1000
$udp_r set packetSize_ 1000
$udp_s set fid_ 1
$udp_r set fid_
• Define the multimedia application and attach it to s1 and
s3.
set mapp_s [new Application/MApp]
set mapp_r [new Application/MApp]
$mapp_s attach-agent $udp_s
$mapp_r attach-agent $udp_r
$mapp_s set pktsize_ 1000
$mapp_s set random_ false
In the comparison scenario, this part is changed to the following:
set udp_s [new Application/Traffic/CBR]
set udp_r [new Application/Traffic/CBR]
$ udp_s attach-agent $udp_s
$ udp_r attach-agent $udp_r
$ udp_s set pktsize_ 500
$ udp_s set interval_ 0.005
$ udp_s set random_ false
• Setup the TCP connection, of type Newreno, for File
Transfer traffic between source 2 (s2) and its destination
(s4). Define the TCP source congestion window as well.
set tcp [$ns create-connection TCP/Newreno $node_(s2)
TCPSink $node_(s4) 0]
$tcp set window_ 15
$tcp set fid_ 2
• Setup a FTP Application and attach it to TCP connection
for source 2 (s2)
set ftp [$tcp attach-source FTP]
• Define the start time for FTP and multimedia applications. Define the simulation duration as well.
$ns at 0.0 “$ftp start”
$ns at 1.0 “$mapp_s start”
$ns at 50.0 “finish”
• Call ns to run this scenario.
$ns run
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